The people that is missing
Everything is alive
And life has to take charge of its environment
and evolve with it.
Environment is us,
Nature and politics cannot be separated.
We are here,
There is no Planet B
Artificial boundaries,
Neither the wind nor the sea know them.
Our dreams of freedom put us against each other.
A passion for abolition,
Ecocide
Ecotoxic
Economic
Echoes of a world without us;
We are only apocalyptic when we hope to be wrong.
Man surpassed with stolid necessity for lifeless
matter;
Back to the cave.
Between the animal we were and the machine we
will be,
We are geologic strength.
Time is overwhelmed in trying to understand the
problem,
Earth is different than territory,
And is full of the life of our ancestors.
Only the naked man shall understand.
That money cannot be eaten.
The world began without man, and it will end
without him;
We are headed towards the unintelligibility of
extinction.
Do we have the duty to be optimists?
Do we have the duty to be pessimists?
I have felt bound by a solemn obligation to do
what I could
With the “Capitalocene” and its beasts
In the jumble of growth
Stop to think
In re-civilizing modern practice.
No emissions
No pollution
What are our modes of abstraction doing to us?
What are they blinding us against?
We are streams of the same water
And the sea has memory.
—I am not your commodity
—I am not just business
The silence of the nihilist noise
Of mortal and deadly men
Inhabits strengths that seem eternal;
But everything that was solid falls apart in the sea.
Like the island of “I Don’t Believe it”
Of “Drill Baby Drill”
The island of “The Merchants of Doubt”
And of “I’m Sure I Won’t Live to See That”
Or of “Science Will Come up with Something”
But science is slow.
Dysphoria In the War of “Crisis as an
Opportunity”
Where we fight, liable before us against us.
A war without winners,
The climate beast knows.
Do we know what is happening and what needs to
be done?
There’s no point in fighting, but in
reconciliation.
Let’s become “The People That Is Missing”
A many people, deterritorialized, able to start
a process of transformation
And able to learn what it needs to re-inhabit
what was devastated.
The people that can make the revolution,
The revolution that is missing.
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